BEHAVIOR-based interview questions

ADAPTABILITY

DEFINITION

Remaining effective while dealing with different people or in various situations, tasks and responsibilities.

Many jobs in state government require employees to be effective in various situations. Some jobs involve a wide range of tasks while other jobs require work with clients and/or individuals who have different cultural, social, and economic backgrounds.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. Describe how you adjusted when priorities or procedures were changed.
2. Describe a work situation when you interacted with people from different cultural, social and economic backgrounds. Were you effective? How?
3. How have you remained effective in your job when you experienced changes such as reorganization, a new supervisor, new procedures, legislative changes or conflicting priorities?
4. Have you ever had to move from one group to another? What adjustments did you have to make?
5. What strategies would you use in a small group meeting if there were divergent opinions or solutions proposed to solve a problem?
6. Have you ever had the primary mission of your job or a task change completely in a short period of time? What did you do?

ANALYSIS

DEFINITION

Relating and comparing data from different sources, identifying issues, getting relevant information and identifying other ways of doing things.
All jobs call for some degree of analysis to evaluate a situation and find problems or opportunities - or, to anticipate potential problems or opportunities. The people in these jobs must be able to do two things. First, they must gather and analyze the facts that will show the critical issues of a problem or opportunity. Second, they must find the most likely causes and possible solutions. There are many kinds of analysis: financial, quantitative, operational, organizational, staffing, and scientific. Each requires different ways of finding causes and solutions.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. All of us are surprised occasionally to discover that the services we are performing for clients are not working. What steps did you take to correct a situation like this?
2. Using accurate information obtained from expert sources is the best information. What sources of information do you use in your job?
3. Describe the sources of information you have used to accomplish a project within the last 12 months. What did you do with the information?
4. Describe a situation in which you had potential barriers to success in a project. How did you overcome the barriers? Did you succeed?
5. Recall a difficult work problem you have encountered within the last 12 months. Explain how you identified the critical issues. What solutions did you develop?

ATTENTION TO DETAIL

DEFINITION

The thoroughness in accomplishing a task with concern for all the areas involved, no matter how small.

Some jobs need people who can handle both the small and large parts of a task. Such individuals won’t overlook what needs to be done and can be depended on to do each task accurately and completely.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. How do you insure that all parts of a task, both large and small, are accomplished without any of them being overlooked?
2. Give some instances when you found errors in your work. How did you find them? How did you correct them?
3. Describe a situation in which some aspect of a project or task was overlooked. What were the causes of the omission and what were the results? How did you correct the mistakes?

4. Describe a situation when a project you were working on did not meet established deadlines. What caused the delay(s)? What did you do?

5. How do you stay on track when you are constantly interrupted while working on a project?

BUILDING TRUST

DEFINITION

Interacting with others in a way that gives them confidence in one’s intentions and those of the organization.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. Describe a situation in which you had to win the trust of another person.

COACHING

DEFINITION

Helping employees develop their knowledge and skills; providing timely feedback, guidance and training to help them reach goals.

The effort into coaching will pay off for the employee, the supervisor, and the State of North Carolina. Effective coaching helps avoid performance and work habit problems, while building the confidence, commitment and skills people need to handle their work and achieve their performance expectations. When people work more effectively, productivity increases and there is more time to complete the important aspects of the job.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. What steps do you take to correct your employees’ performance or work habit problems?

2. What do you do to build employees’ confidence, commitment and skills?
3. Describe some employees who have become more successful and productive as a result of your management.

4. Give some examples of delegating work to subordinates in order to provide them development opportunities. What happened?

5. Have you ever conducted an interim review with an employee? What steps did you take?

6. Have you ever had an employee who had difficulty completing tasks? What action did you take with that employee?

7. Giving negative feedback about job performance to an employee is very difficult. What methods of giving negative feedback have you used which seem successful?

**COLLABORATION**

**DEFINITION**

Working effectively with others, outside the line of formal authority, to accomplish organization goals and to identify and resolve problems.

Individuals often find themselves in the middle of challenging relationships that require great skill to handle. Because most activities outside of the immediate work unit involve a number of people, collaboration is important. Collaboration will make the best use of resources when no direct reporting relationship exists. Collaboration is different from teamwork because collaboration refers to working with other employees outside of your immediate work group. An employee might work with individuals in other units, divisions or agencies within or outside of North Carolina State Government, or the general public.

**POSSIBLE QUESTIONS**

1. Describe how you handled a problem relationship with someone from another work unit, division or agency.

2. Explain how you worked with someone outside your immediate work group to accomplish a common goal.

3. How have you identified and resolved a problem with others outside your normal line of authority?

4. Discuss a situation in which you were assigned to work in a group and had to share your knowledge, resources, etc. with the group and they had to share theirs with you.

5. Describe a situation in which you and another member of a work group had different opinions about a topic. What happened?
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENTS

DEFINITION

Originating action to improve existing conditions and processes; using appropriate methods to identify opportunities, implement solutions and measure impact.

Some jobs require employee to make continuous effort to improve delivery of services, business processes and the like.

CONTINUOUS LEARNING/SELF DEVELOPMENT

DEFINITION

Identifying new areas for learning; regularly creating and taking advantage of learning opportunities; using newly gained knowledge and skill on the job and learning through their application.

CREATIVITY/INNOVATION

DEFINITION

Generating and/or recognizing imaginative or creative solutions in work-related situations.

Some jobs require creativity when handling tasks or solving problems. Creativity/Innovation is often shown by an employee’s support of creativity in others. (Creativity/Innovation in hobbies and non-job-related areas is not relevant)

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. Describe the most innovative or creative thing you have done in your work experience.
2. Have you ever had a problem that the usual techniques could not resolve? What did you do to solve it?
3. Describe a positive change in your organization resulting from one of your original ideas.
4. How do you do things differently now than you did five (5) years ago?
5. What is the most unusual approach you undertook to resolve a problem?

DEcisiveness

Definition

Readiness to make decisions, render judgments, take actions or commit oneself.

In addition to analyzing problems, people often must reach a conclusion, make a recommendation or take action. With available information, individuals must make decisions on time and take action without waiting for more information or guidance. Decisiveness deals with the number of decisions made and the time it takes to reach conclusions. The quality of the decision or conclusion is covered by judgment and independent variable. A quick decision or action (high decisiveness) might be sound (good judgment) or unsound (poor judgment).

Possible Questions

1. Explain how you adjust your daily routine when priorities change.
2. Describe a difficult situation you have experienced within the last 12 months? What did you do?
3. Describe a project with critical deadlines to meet and how you met them.
4. Have you ever had to postpone action on a project to allow yourself more time to think? What happened?
5. Describe a situation where you rendered a snap decision based on available information and altered the course of action. What were the results? Were they positive or negative?

Delegation

Definition

Effective use of employees. Giving decision-making and other responsibilities to the appropriate employee.

Supervisors must know about the need to delegate. Without this knowledge, they will overload themselves or refer matters that should be handled by them and their staff to higher levels. When supervisors delegate effectively, they give the employee decision-making authority and
room for action; clearly state the tasks, responsibilities and controls; provide the necessary guidance and resources; sell the employee on a task’s importance and fit the task to the employee’s skills and development needs. What is delegated (responsibility, authority or data gathering), how it is delegated (clarity of the delegation, information, resources suggested), and the targeted person’s capabilities are important factors to consider in making these assignments.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. What work do you assign to subordinates? What steps do you follow to assign the work?
2. How do you decide what to delegate to subordinates? What factors do you consider?
3. Describe a situation where you had to involve your whole staff to accomplish a major project. Were you successful?
4. While you are out of the office, who is in charge of your unit? How do you select that person? How do you follow up when you return?
5. Have you ever had so many projects at once that you could not complete them all within specified deadlines? What did you do?

DEVELOPMENT OF EMPLOYEES

DEFINITION

Developing the skills of employees through development activities related to current and future jobs.

Many jobs need people who care about making all employees as effective as possible and who can identify employee’s weaknesses, design or locate the right development situations and motivate employees to develop themselves. Supervisors need to make sure they develop their staff in their current jobs. This behavior is closely linked to the Dimensions of Coaching or Training. Development of employees focuses more on the long-range development of employees.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. If you or someone else in your work unit were to be absent for an extended period of time, how would their work be accomplished?
2. Have any of your subordinates ever been promoted to a position of more responsibility? Were they successful? Why?
3. Describe your least effective employee’s weaknesses and what you have done to strengthen them.

4. Do you have a training program or a development plan for your employees? Describe it.

5. Give some examples of times when you delegated projects to employees to provide them with opportunities to develop additional skills. Did they develop them? Why or why not?

**ENERGY**

**DEFINITION**

Maintaining a high activity level.

Some jobs require employees to maintain the required activity level for an extended period of time, to sustain concentration or to pace the work throughout the work period.

**POSSIBLE QUESTIONS**

1. What work activities do you find most draining? Most exhilarating?
2. Describe a situation when you had to work long hours, possibly overtime, to achieve a goal. How effective were you?
3. After an extended absence from work, such as a vacation or a training session, how do you catch up on work that has accumulated?
4. Give some examples of instances where your attention was required for an extended period of time. How did you maintain your alertness?
5. During which part of the day do you feel most effective? Why do you accomplish the most then?

**EQUIPMENT OPERATION**

**DEFINITION**

Using specific equipment or machines to meet defined standards.

Typewriter, word processing equipment, keypunch, copy machine, bulldozer, forklift, motor vehicles, medical equipment, lab equipment, kitchen appliances, laundry machines, electronic equipment and boilers -- all are examples of machines or equipment that might be required for a
job. It is appropriate to define the level of operation required as part of the definition.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. What equipment are you trained to operate? How do you use it to accomplish your job?
2. Explain the safety precautions you use when you are operating your equipment.
3. Are you responsible for maintaining and repairing your equipment? How do you do it?
4. How do you maximize the usage of your equipment to achieve success?

ESTABLISHING PERFORMANCE GOALS

DEFINITION

Mutually establishing and reviewing with employees the expectations that guide and motivate them toward objectives.

Research indicates that setting challenging, attainable program goals that are accepted by management and employees leads to high performance. Establishing performance goals (objectives) will ensure that the performance of each employee contributes to your objectives and the plan of the organization. Goals help employees establish clear courses of action and remove any uncertainties about the job. Accomplishment of goals provides a sense of achievement.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. Have you ever conducted the initial or interim review of an annual work plan with subordinates? How did you do it?
2. How do you gain an employee’s commitment to your organization’s goals?
3. How do you monitor and review the progress of employees toward program goals?
4. Have you ever involved employees in establishing program goals? How did you do it? What were the results?
5. Have you ever supervised employees who did not achieve their program goals? What were the causes of their failures? What did you do?
IMPACT (PERSONAL)

DEFINITION

Creating a good impression, commanding attention and respect, showing an air of confidence.

Many jobs require individuals who make favorable first impressions. This can be a highly desirable characteristic when there is no time to build an extensive relationship. Emphasis is placed on the “first impression” portion of the definition.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. How do you conduct yourself when meeting new clients for the first time?
2. Has anyone ever told you that you made a positive impression on them? What were the reasons for that impression?
3. Have you ever been involved in a situation where you had a very limited amount of time to persuade a new group of clients to take a specific course of action? How did you proceed?
4. When you find yourself in a new situation with strangers how do you respond?

INFORMATION MONITORING

DEFINITION

Setting up on-going procedures to collect and review information necessary to manage projects or departments; taking action to monitor or regulate processes, tasks, or activities; keeping track of delegated assignments and projects.

All managerial and some individual jobs need people who can track and control activities, assignments, tasks and projects. Monitoring devices include direct observation, requests for written or oral reports, and feedback and reporting systems. Information Monitoring is associated with delegation because it deals with following up delegations to track effectiveness and determine where help is needed. However, information monitoring also applies to activities beyond those of employees. Effective information monitoring systems prevent surprises and letdowns because progress, trends and changes are tracked, monitored and reported.
POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. How do you stay abreast of processes, tasks and activities in your workplace?
2. What types of monitoring devices do you use to track and control activities in your job?
3. How do you follow up on responsibilities you have delegated to employees?
4. Have you ever had an employee who needed help to accomplish tasks? How did you reach the conclusion that the employee needed help?
5. How do you track the effectiveness of your employees’ efforts?

INITIATIVE

DEFINITION

Actively attempting to influence events to achieve goals; self-starting rather than passive acceptance.

Taking action beyond what is necessarily called for in order to achieve goals; originating action. Most jobs require people who will take actions beyond their job responsibilities. The person high in initiative will originate actions rather than respond to the requests of others. Most people control their own and others’ resources, activities and time. It’s impossible for management to specify all that needs to be done to achieve the job’s goals. Thus, people must continually evaluate, select and act in different ways to meet their goals.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. List two or three suggestions or new ideas you have presented to your supervisor in the past 12 months. Why did you suggest each one? Were your ideas implemented?
2. Name some problems you have tried to solve before being instructed to do so.
3. What was the last difficult work problem you offered to help solve?
4. Describe some situations in which a project was accomplished primarily due to your actions. What actions did you take?
5. Give some examples of actions you took which were beyond what is normally expected from someone in your position. Why did you take those actions? What were the results?
6. Describe a new idea you have originated to improve work efficiency or make the job easier. How did you get that idea implemented?
INTEGRITY

DEFINITION

Maintaining social, ethical, and organizational norms in job-related activities.

Most jobs demand that individuals do what is morally and ethically right. It might be possible at times to get away with something without being found out, but it is important that employees do what is morally and ethically right.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. Discuss an instance when you could not honor a commitment or had to renege on a promise? How did you notify affected persons? Did they understand?

2. Most regulations leave some leeway for interpretation. Discuss a few examples of when you had to stretch or bend the rules.

3. Describe a situation where you broke a rule or came close to breaking it. What were your reasons?

4. Have you ever had to confess or admit to a mistake in the workplace? Discuss the situation.

5. Describe some instances when you kept commitments to others even to your own detriment? Do you feel you did the right thing?

6. What action(s) have you taken when you observed others breaking the rules?

JUDGEMENT

DEFINITION

Weighing alternative actions and making decisions that reflect the facts of a situation.

Decisions are based upon logical assumptions that take into consideration the organization’s resources. Many jobs require people to make decisions in several areas. Once all pertinent and available information has been analyzed and alternatives have been developed, individuals must consider the pros and cons of each alternative and select the best one. Judgment specifically deals with the quality of decisions based on given or available information. Judgment, therefore, is strongly related to analysis. If a poor
decision was made because of inadequate information, evaluate analysis, not judgment. If the employee decided not to obtain or consider information and a poor decision resulted, look at judgment.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. Give two or three examples of good decisions you have made within the last 12 months. How do you know they were good?

2. Describe a difficult decision you have had to make within the last 12 months. What were some alternatives? Why did you choose the one you did?

3. Describe a situation in which you involved others in a decision making process. Why did you include the others?

4. Discuss the pros and cons of an important decision you made at work?

5. Have you ever made a decision that had a negative impact at work? What caused the negative results? Why?

LEADERSHIP/INFLUENCE

DEFINITION

Using proper interpersonal styles and methods to guide individuals or groups to accomplish a task.

Maintaining group cohesiveness and cooperation; helping group process and gaining agreement/commitment to ideas, plans, or courses of action. Supervisors must be able to influence and be influenced by others. In doing so they must accurately assess the skills, feelings, concerns and needs of others. They must explain government policies, procedures, and objectives. They must model the enthusiasm, hardworking attitude, competence, and commitment to quality and growth that they expect from others. With their own staff or groups, they must be able to build a cohesive and cooperative team while, at the same time, honestly confronting issues that occur at all levels of the organization.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. What did you do to gain the cooperation of a difficult group?

2. How did you gain employees’ commitment to a new policy or procedure?

3. What do you do to maintain trust and unity among employees?
4. How do you accurately assess the skills, feelings, concerns and needs of others? What do you do with this information? How do you use this information to lead the group?

5. What do you do specifically to model energy, enthusiasm, competence, commitment and a hard working attitude for others?

6. Describe how you supervise other employees. What is your preferred style?

7. Do you have a unique approach to management or supervision? Please give an example that illustrates your approach.

8. Do you see yourself as more technical or more management oriented? Give an example.

9. Explain an instance when you used your leadership skills to solve a problem.

10. Explain how you have worked successfully with a team to achieve an important goal.

11. How closely have you supervised an employee who was having difficulty? What did you do? What was the outcome?

12. In what respects have you improved as a supervisor in the past few years?

13. What factors do you think have contributed to your effectiveness as a supervisor? Share examples.

**MANAGEMENT CONTROL**

**DEFINITION**

Establishing procedures to monitor one’s own job activities and responsibilities or to monitor the tasks and activities of employees; taking action to monitor the results of delegated assignments or projects.

Some jobs require the employees to track and control activities, assignments, tasks and projects. This can be done through direct observation, reports, systems, etc.

**POSSIBLE QUESTIONS**

1. How do you check to see that assignments are accomplished?

2. Describe procedures you use to monitor your own job activities and responsibilities or to monitor the tasks and activities of employees.

3. Do you keep minutes of your meetings or notes from discussions? What do you do with them?
MEETING LEADERSHIP

DEFINITION

Using appropriate interpersonal styles and methods to guide a meeting toward its objectives; modifying behavior according to tasks involved and individuals present; keeping meetings on course; developing teamwork and cooperation.

The key to successful meetings is in how they are conducted. The effective meeting leader uses skills to enhance those factors that improve productivity (creating more and better ideas, increasing team spirit and motivation) while reducing those that interfere (hidden agendas, destructive alliances). Successful meetings get the job done and enable people to work together constructively. Participants leave meetings willing to work with each other instead of feeling “sandbagged”, “blind-sided”, angry, or “run-over” -- feelings often expressed when the supervisor/leader mishandles relationships in a meeting.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. Have you ever had to lead a meeting? How did you do it?
2. During a meeting, how do you create a productive atmosphere and reduce those factors that interfere or inhibit productivity?
3. What methods do you use to encourage ideas from all members of the group in a meeting?
4. Have you ever led a meeting that drifted from its purpose? How did you get the meeting refocused on its objectives?
5. How do you determine if a meeting is necessary, who should attend and what items should be discussed?

NEGOTIATION

DEFINITION

Gaining mutual agreement on, or acceptance of, a decision or course of action from individuals with real or perceived conflicting interests.

Some jobs require people who know when to give in on a point and when to stand firm. They know when to argue their case, raise questions and make compromises in the best interests of all parties. Negotiation can be between peers and co-workers, supervisors and employees, or involve citizens, suppliers, or other outside agencies. Though related to
Leadership/Influence, negotiation focuses on the ability to deal with actual differences of opinion and conflicting interests.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. Describe your most satisfying experience in gaining support for an action from a group who initially had a conflicting interest.
2. Discuss two instances where you had to compromise with other groups.
3. How do you handle co-workers, supervisors, employees, outside agencies or private citizens who have a different opinion than you do about an important issue involving your program?
4. Explain how you settled a disagreement or problem among opposing parties.
5. Describe your action when your ideas were challenged during a presentation.

OBJECTIVITY

DEFINITION

Being aware that personal prejudices, biases and experiences can have an impact on making decisions.

Guarding against allowing these factors to influence decisions. Most people draw from experience when making decisions. However, letting only experience dictate the approach to a decision can lead to problems. Personal biases also can adversely affect judgment. Objectivity ensures that relevant information is properly and thoroughly analyzed, leading to higher quality decisions.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. How do you ensure that you are making sound decisions?
2. What personal biases do you have and how do you keep them from influencing your decisions?
3. Describe a situation when strong personal feelings spurred you toward a course of action. What did you do? What were the results?
4. How do you know when to offer an opinion or a judgment on an issue?
5. What do you do to separate fact from rumor in the workplace?
ORAL COMMUNICATION

DEFINITION

Expressing ideas effectively in individual and group situations (including nonverbal communication); adjusting language or terminology to the characteristics and needs of the audience.

Many jobs require people who can speak effectively. The focus is on the form of the communication, not the content. Oral communication focuses more on informal day-to-day expression of thoughts, ideas and information. Oral presentation is more appropriate for jobs that require frequent formal and/or planned presentations.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. What steps do you take to insure adequate understanding of information by different audiences when you are communicating?
2. Give two examples of presentations you were required to give and how you accomplished them?
3. What different approaches do you use when talking to different groups of people?
4. Give three examples of incidents when you communicated information to a client and the client remarked that they did not understand it. What steps did you take to correct the situation?
5. All of us have had situations where we had difficulty explaining a subject over the phone. How have you corrected those situations when they occurred?
6. What complicated concepts, ideas, policies or practices have you had to explain?

ORAL PRESENTATION

DEFINITION

Presenting ideas effectively to individuals or groups when given time for preparation (including nonverbal communication and use of visual aids); targeting presentations to the characteristics and needs of the audience.

Some employees must make prepared presentations. Generally such presentations are planned and can be given before large groups (business briefings) or individuals. The key to the presentation’s success is that the
speaker has time to prepare. The presentation must follow a logical sequence, develop issues and ideas succinctly, state needs and recommendations clearly, and address the listener’s goals and levels of understanding.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. What steps do you take to prepare for a presentation?
2. How do you determine an audience’s needs, interests, attitudes and level of awareness?
3. Describe a presentation you made within the last 12 months. What kind of feedback did you get?
4. Describe a situation when you tailored a presentation to fit the needs of the audience?
5. How do you handle difficult questions or check for clarity during public speaking?

ORGANIZATIONAL SENSITIVITY

DEFINITION

Understanding the impact and implications of decisions on the community and other departments.

Individuals should be aware of how the decisions and actions of one department affect the rest of the organization and make decisions or requests for resources accordingly. This dimension is a subset of judgment; it deals with being aware of the needs of the community as well as the needs, expectations or viewpoints of others. It involves the ability to see things from the “other side of the fence.”

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. What do you do to promote a positive image of State employees?
2. Describe a situation when you had to consider a proposed action’s impact on others before implementing it.
3. How do the actions of your work unit affect other parts of the organization?
4. How do you insure other units’ views are considered before you reach a decision and take action?
PERFORMANCE STABILITY (DEPENDABILITY)

DEFINITION

Consistently meeting the day-to-day demands of the job.

Before an employee can meet Key Responsibility/Result objectives, he or she must be able to meet the day-to-day demands of the job. The employee must come to work on time, work during working hours, and comply with personnel policies of the State.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. Describe situations when you had to monitor operations (i.e. inmates, monitoring devices, dials or gauges) or perform repeated tasks for extended periods of time. How did you maintain consistency?
2. Explain the personnel policies governing leave in your agency.
3. Have you ever been late for work or a meeting? What caused your delay? How did it affect the work unit?
4. What is your attendance record? How much leave have you accrued?
5. Describe the day-to-day demands of your present job? What parts do you enjoy the most and what parts do you find the least interesting?

PLANNING AND ORGANIZATION

DEFINITION

Establishing a course of action for self or others to accomplish a specific goal; planning proper assignments for personnel and appropriate allocation of resources.

Many jobs require people who can plan and organize for themselves and others. This includes setting goals, budgeting time, setting priorities, allowing enough time for activities and being aware of how activities relate.
POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. What methods and tools do you use to schedule weekly activities for yourself and your staff?
2. Describe a period when your unit had a backlog of work. What circumstances caused the delays? What did you do?
3. How do you distinguish between what is urgent and what is not when setting priorities?
4. How far ahead do you schedule your time? What is your schedule for the next 4 weeks?
5. How did you plan last month’s activities for your unit?
6. Do you manage a budget for your unit? If not, how do you obtain resources for projects?

PRACTICAL LEARNING

DEFINITION

Understanding and applying new job-related information, of varying complexity, in a timely manner.

Many jobs require individuals to learn the necessary job materials quickly and to grasp new information. Therefore, the person who can learn quickly, and with little help from others, will respond to changes with only a minor drop in performance.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. What new ways to do the job have you used? How did you discover them?
2. How do you stay abreast of new methods and technologies and apply them to your job?
3. Describe a period when you attended a training session to learn a new skill and then applied it in your work. How long did it take to become proficient? What assistance did you require?
4. Describe a situation when you had to learn a new skill without any help from others. What did you do?
5. What aspect of your job did you have the most difficulty grasping quickly?
6. How did you learn the technical aspects of your job?
PROCESS OPERATION

DEFINITION

Starting, controlling and ending a process or procedure.

Some jobs require a person who can do all the steps in a specific process, such as laboratory work, medical work, economics, educational research, mechanical or physical production, and office/administrative work while maintaining consistency. This is important in maintaining quality control with any activity.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. How do you maintain quality control standards?
2. Review the step-by-step procedures to accomplish a task in your job.
3. Explain how to operate a piece of workplace equipment/machinery from start to finish.
4. How do you maintain consistency in each part of your job?

RESILIENCE

DEFINITION

Handling disappointment and/or rejection while still working well.

Some jobs require people who can maintain motivation and professional standards despite long periods of disappointment, rejection of a point of view or failure of a major project. This is particularly important in health and human services and regulatory jobs.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. What has been your biggest disappointment in your job? How have you responded?
2. Explain how you have maintained your motivation and professional standards during a period of heavy workload and/or a reduced workforce?
3. How do you maintain your patience and stay cooperative when dealing with irate, uncooperative people?
4. Have you ever experienced the failure of a major project or the rejection of your point of view? How did you respond?

5. Describe how you continued to persevere in your job when you experienced a lack of adequate funding or suffered equipment breakdowns.

SAFETY AWARENESS

DEFINITION

Being aware of conditions that affect health and a safe working environment.

Some jobs require people who know safety laws and regulations and recognize unsafe working conditions. Some jobs require people willing to act quickly to correct unsafe work habits and dangerous equipment or conditions.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. Describe the safety and health regulations affecting you and your agency.
2. What do you do to ensure the safety of your employees and the safe operation of workplace equipment?
3. Describe a situation when you discovered a safety hazard and corrected it to prevent an injury to other employees.
4. Do you have a written employee safety program? How often do you check the operation of safety equipment? How do you teach new employees the safe way to do the job? How do you inform employees about safety and health information?
5. How do you identify safety hazards and correct them before someone is injured?

SELECTION/PROMOTION DECISION MAKING

DEFINITION

Using established criteria when making selection/promotion decisions; gathering information relative to those criteria through effective interviewing and other assessment techniques.
The first step in maintaining a productive organization is employing top-performing people. Later, the supervisor must train them, lead them, manage their work, and create a rewarding work environment. These responsibilities are very important, but they will fail if the first step is not taken. Effective selection/promotion of employees can result in more employee output, less training time, better use of supervisors’ coaching time, less turnover and more time for the supervisor to manage. Employees want more responsibility and new opportunities. Successful supervisors develop skills and offer opportunities for career growth.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. How do you plan for an interview?
2. What criteria do you consider when making a selection/promotion decision?
3. Have you ever hired or promoted an employee? Explain the process you used.
4. What interviewing and assessment techniques do you use to objectively gather information about interviewees to make a sound selection/promotion decision?
5. What are the important requirements for an employee in the positions you supervise?
6. Explain what steps you take to comply with federal and state requirements when selecting/promoting staff?

SENSITIVITY

DEFINITION

Considering the feelings and needs of others; being aware of how one’s own behavior affects others.

Many jobs require individuals to act based on their perceptions of the feelings, skills, competencies and needs of others. This dimension is not to be confused with sympathy, which is how an individual feels about a person or situation. It is closer to the definition of empathy, but involves acting on insights, not just having insights. It does not mean being sensitive in the sense of “feelings being easily hurt.” More to the point, it is the ability to recognize and take into consideration the circumstances and needs of others.
POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. Describe a situation when you dealt with a frustrated or angry client.
2. How do you determine employees’ or clients’ feelings? What do you do then?
3. How do you show recognition of good work done by others?
4. Describe some situations when subordinates came to you to discuss problems. How did you resolve them?
5. Describe a situation where your actions caused a problem for someone else. What could you have done differently?
6. Have you ever been in a meeting and realized that your behavior was causing a problem? How did you handle this?

SERVICE ORIENTATION

DEFINITION

Listening to and understanding the customer (both inside and outside government); anticipating customer needs; giving high priority to customer satisfaction.

To most citizens, the contact person represents the organization. In their eyes, the organization is only as competent, knowledgeable, courteous and reliable as the person who represents it.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. How do you anticipate customer needs?
2. How do you check for customer satisfaction?
3. Describe a situation when you did not “pass the buck” but accepted responsibility for the outcome.
4. Relate some instances when you continued through a course of action or followed up afterwards to insure customer satisfaction.
5. Define empathy. How do empathize with customers?
6. Who are your internal customers? How do you interact successfully with them?
STRATEGIC ANALYSIS

DEFINITION

Using many information sources (inside and outside the organization); understanding financial, economic and technical information to identify ways to improve effectiveness.

Many employees must understand broad issues and trends, deal with unfamiliar information and cope with unexpected changes. This requires them to use a wide general knowledge and to understand matters outside of their own professional or technical background.

This is a high-level version of analysis, which emphasizes vision and the big picture of the organization and the outside environment.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. What sources do you use to stay abreast of national and international affairs affecting your field of expertise?
2. What are the latest trends in your field? Your organization?
3. Do you work with other professionals in long term planning for your agency? What are you currently working on?
4. What technical and professional knowledge do you use to prepare plans?
5. Describe two instances when you used technical information to improve efficiency in your organization?

TEAMWORK (COOPERATION)

DEFINITION

Active participation in, and facilitation of, team effectiveness; taking actions that demonstrate consideration for the feelings and needs of others; being aware of the effect of one’s behaviors on others.

Active cooperation by every member is vital to team success. Team members cannot sit back and observe or allow others to do the work; they must work proactively to achieve group goals and facilitate cohesiveness. Effective teams are not just collections of people. Rather, they are an entity that is greater than the sum of its parts. This means that team members must work together closely and make every effort to support and cooperate with each other. Teamwork involves a work group, such as the
people composing a self-directed work team or all the people involved on a special project.

**POSSIBLE QUESTIONS**

1. Describe some team projects in which you participated.
2. Have you ever served on a team that had experienced problems? What happened? How did you solve the problem?
3. Have you ever served on a team and had a different opinion than the rest of the group? What kind of agreement did you finally reach? Did you support the final decision?
4. How do you introduce your suggestions, opinions and information to a team? How do you receive information from others?

**TECHNICAL/PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE**

**DEFINITION**

Having an understanding and ability to use technical/professional information; keeping up on developments and trends in one’s field.

State agencies need employees who stay current on methods/practices in order to maintain expertise in their field (e.g. engineering semiconductors, physiology).

**POSSIBLE QUESTIONS**

1. What are the market conditions and trends in your field?
2. What resources do you use to maintain your proficiency and expertise in your field? What seminars or workshops have you recently attended?
3. What degrees, training, certifications, licenses or continuing education credits do you currently possess?
4. How up-to-date is your knowledge of the mechanical and/or technical aspects of this field? Are you comfortable with the state of the art technologies?
5. To which technical or professional organizations do you belong? To which magazines and newsletters do you subscribe?
TENACITY

DEFINITION

Staying with a job or plan until the desired objective is achieved or is no longer reasonably attainable.

Some jobs require people who, when faced with obstacles, keep trying to achieve their goals. Tenacity is indicated by the number of attempts to achieve the goal.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. Describe a situation in which you had some difficulties in achieving desired results. How did you succeed?
2. What is a major obstacle you have had to overcome in the past 12 months?
3. Describe a situation where you had inadequate resources to accomplish your objectives and how you overcame the deficiencies to succeed anyway.
4. Describe a situation when you suddenly discovered that the results you were getting would not meet desired expectations. What did you do to rectify the situation?

TOLERANCE FOR STRESS

DEFINITION

Working well under pressure and/or against opposition.

Many jobs need people who can work well and stay positive in a stressful work environment. Stress can be caused by time pressure, opposing ideas, group pressures and/or task difficulty. If one or more of these sources of stress are normally part of the job, then tolerance for the specific stress is important.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. What parts of your current job do you find most stressful?
2. Describe a stressful situation you were involved in such as a project with time pressures, on extremely difficult projects, or dealing with an irate client.
3. Under what tight deadlines are you currently working?

4. Describe an emergency in which you were involved? How did you stay calm?

5. How do you reduce your own stress level on the job?

**TRAINING**

**DEFINITION**

Being able to instruct others, individually or in groups, on how to perform work processes.

Some jobs require individuals who can teach new workers how to use machines, complete forms, etc. Training can take place in a classroom setting or it can be on the job on an individual basis. This dimension focuses on the ability to communicate technical information effectively.

**POSSIBLE QUESTIONS**

1. Describe how you trained another employee to use office machinery or to complete office forms.

2. How do you check for understanding when you are training someone?

3. If you train other employees, what is the typical level of education or experience of the participants? How do you use this information in the training?

4. What has been your most rewarding experience training someone? What has been the most frustrating?

5. What is the most difficult aspect of training for you? Why?

**WORK STANDARDS**

**DEFINITION**

Setting high, personally derived goals or standards of performance for self and expecting similarly high goals and performance from others and the organization. Dissatisfied with average, near enough or second best.

Most jobs require that people do a good job for the sake of a job well done and set high personal standards for themselves and their employees. These people will do more than what is required.
POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. What are the standard expectations for a good job in each aspect of your job? Do you meet or surpass them?
2. Describe situations in which your work was above standard expectations. Below expectations.
3. What expectations do you use when judging the performance of subordinates?
4. Have you ever dismissed or disciplined an employee for poor performance?
5. Have you ever disagreed with your supervisor during a performance evaluation? How did you handle it?
6. Do your personal standards exceed the expectations of your organization? If so, give three examples of how you exceeded the organization’s expectations to give your “personal best.”

WRITTEN COMMUNICATION

DEFINITION

Clear expression of ideas in writing; includes grammar, organization and structure.

Varying levels of writing skills are required for different jobs. The ability to convey ideas is important. The extent to which proper grammar and form are important depends on both the job and the method of communication.

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS

1. When do you prefer written communication versus oral communication?
2. How do you evaluate and edit your own writing for grammar, spelling, style and content?
3. What types of reports have you written?
4. What has been your most difficult writing assignment and why?
5. How do you ensure that the reader understands the message you are sending?